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--- Upon resuming at 11:30 a.m.1

HEARING DAY 12

Cameco Corporation:3

Application for a licence to operate the4

Rabbit Lake Operation5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ladies and6

gentlemen, could I ask you to take your seats,7

please.8

We are going to continue with the9

schedule of hearings for the Commission.  The next10

item on the Agenda is No. 5.  This is Hearing Day11

1 for Cameco Corporation:  Application for a12

licence to operate the Rabbit Lake Operation.13

We will begin with the oral14

presentation by Cameco Corporation, as outlined in15

CMD documents 01-H20.1 and 01-H20.1A.16

I would invite Monsieur Michel to17

start.18

19

01-H20.1/01-H20.1A20

Oral Presentation by Cameco Corporation21

MR. MICHEL:  Madam Chair, Members22

of the Commission, ladies and gentlemen, my name23

is Bernard Michel.  I am the Chair and Chief24

Executive Officer of Cameco Corporation.25
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I have more than 30 years of1

professional mining experience, most of it in the2

engineering, operation and management of uranium3

mines.  I have had the good fortune of being4

involved in the development of the major high5

grade uranium deposits in Saskatchewan.6

I am here today in support of my7

company's request for renewal of licences for the8

Rabbit Lake Operation.9

I have with me, on my right, John10

Jarrell, our Vice-President of Environment and11

Safety; and to my left is David Neubergur, Manager12

of the Rabbit Lake Operation.13

Before I turn matters over to John14

Jarrell, I believe it is useful for me to say a15

few words about our organization, its business16

environment and the challenges which we face.17

For the past 13 years I have been18

with Cameco Corporation taking the company from19

its beginning, following the merger of two crown20

corporations, through privatization and through21

the most extended period of price downturn in the22

history of the uranium market.23

I understand that Cameco is one of24

the few, if not the only, public traded companies25
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among the larger licensees regulated by the CNSC. 1

This private sector ownership brings with it the2

need to approach many issues from a perspective3

which is unique among Canada's nuclear companies.4

In addition to being the majority5

owner and operator of the largest high grade mines6

in the world, Cameco owns fuel processing7

facilities in Ontario, at Port Hope and Blind8

River.  The company also owns two small uranium9

mines in Wyoming and Nebraska and is the majority10

owner and operator of a potentially very11

significant uranium project in the central Asian12

republic of Kazakhstan.13

We therefore operate uranium14

facilities and projects in a number of regulatory15

jurisdictions.16

We recently became a 15 per cent17

partner in Bruce Power, to which your Commission18

issued an operating licence in May.  We expect19

this partnership to be a very valuable investment20

for Cameco in many ways, one of which is the21

insight and understanding of the regulatory22

environment surrounding the operations of nuclear23

generating stations here in Canada.24

Cameco is highly committed to the25
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nuclear industry in Canada, where more than 1,2001

Canadians are directly employed in our various2

locations.  We are committed to the industry3

internationally as well.4

Not only does Cameco explore for5

uranium, develop and operate facilities in foreign6

countries, but Cameco also led the international7

negotiations which today govern the orderly entry8

to the western market of the uranium made9

available from the dismantling of nuclear weapons10

in Russia.11

The unique McArthur River and12

Cigar Lake uranium deposits have given Cameco13

worldwide recognition for its expertise in the14

development of high grade uranium orebodies.15

As well, your regulatory peers16

regard the CNSC as a leading regulator in the safe17

and responsible management of extraordinary18

uranium reserves.  I believe that we have19

demonstrated that regulators and industry can work20

together when confronted by unique technological21

and human challenges.22

Safety is at the centre of the23

Commission's mandate, and it is also the highest24

priority at Cameco.  I believe that Cameco has25
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been successful in building a strong safety1

culture.2

The corporation's culture consists3

of the values, attitudes and beliefs that4

employees share about their company and that are5

most visible in the behaviours of everyone as we6

go about our daily work.7

Cameco's safety performance with8

respect to occupational lost time injury frequency9

has shown steady improvement since the formation10

of the company in 1988.11

Safety is fundamental to Cameco's12

corporate culture, encompassing all factors that13

influence individual and organizational behaviour.14

At Cameco we are not satisfied15

simply with the adoption of good safety practices. 16

We strive to achieve collective recognitions that17

safety is a cultural phenomenon with the18

characteristics of what culture is in a broad19

sense: values; norms; customs; and, more20

generally, commonality of purpose.21

Our culture fosters a desire to22

make continuous improvement to deal with issues23

head on and in a constructive fashion.24

Like all cultures, the safety25
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culture of our organization is not static but an1

evolving one.  It has evolved today into one which2

is quite different from one you would find in a3

conventional mining company.  The necessary focus4

on radiation protection in our high grade uranium5

operation is complementary to that required for6

excellence in conventional safety.7

This is perhaps the reason why8

Cameco has won the John T. Ryan award for safety9

in the Canadian mining industry two years in a10

row, in 1999 at McArthur River and in 2000 at11

Rabbit Lake.12

We recently implemented a health13

and safety management system modelled after14

Cameco's environmental management system.  This15

was integral to our success in receiving ISO 1400116

certification at our Port Hope facility, a17

certification we are on path to achieve throughout18

our organization on a phased basis.19

These systems provide us with a20

high degree of confidence that critical21

undertakings will be approached in a professional22

manner, that activities will be carefully23

considered and documented.24

The audits that are required as25
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components of these systems also provide an1

ongoing report card to regularly assess how we are2

doing against third party standard above and3

beyond regulatory compliance.  Audits also deliver4

the assurance that many minds will remain focused5

on continuous improvement and that complacency6

will be discouraged and avoided.7

It is for these reasons that I8

personally support the direction from the CNSC to9

fully engage in a wider ranging quality assurance10

program.  Cameco is strongly committed to the11

implementation of a quality assurance program12

which will be led by a senior quality professional13

reporting directly to me.14

I look forward to the introduction 15

of a program that will provide a consistency of16

approach to many of our engineering and17

operational activities, in addition to our18

approach to safety.19

I know that Cameco already20

operates many elements of such a program, and I21

see the adoption of a formal QA program as a means22

to better co-ordinate, formalize and expand the23

various quality initiatives already in place in24

our organization.25
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Cameco's quality assurance1

commitment extends beyond our corporation and its2

operations.  We take pride in the quality of our3

relationships with various groups of external4

stakeholders.  All are important to our success.5

These stakeholders include our6

shareholders, customers, business partners and7

suppliers, governments at all levels, local8

communities, and of course your Commission.  All9

of these groups, rightfully, deserve our attention10

and commitment to quality.11

They demand quality in our12

operations, our products and services, in our13

environment and health and safety programs and in14

our commitment to the wellbeing of the communities15

impacted by our operations.16

We believe that without such a17

broad commitment to quality we would simply lack18

the moral authority to operate.19

Normally authority to operate is20

discussed in the context of regulatory licensing. 21

At Cameco we have recognized that in many ways our22

authority to operate comes from all stakeholders. 23

Of course, regulatory licensing is critical and24

forms the legal basis of our authority.25
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We believe we need implicit1

licences.  To our shareholders, we must provide a2

high quality investment to deserve the licence to3

manage their money.4

To our customers we must provide5

products and services and terms which need to be6

competitive to deserve their allegiance a7

commercial licence to be their supplier.8

We also need a form of social9

licence, one which requires that we demonstrate10

social responsibility, that we be open,11

accessible, supportive and honest with the people12

and communities with which we interact.13

Public accountability is not an14

issue peripheral to our business.  It is core to15

our success, much the same way, I believe, as it16

is for the Commission.17

An example of this accountability18

is the Impact Management Agreement we have19

volunteered to negotiate and have concluded with20

the Dene communities of the Athabaska region of21

northern Saskatchewan.  This agreement demands a22

high degree of public accountability in addressing23

the concerns of the communities and in the24

recognition of Cameco's legal responsibility in25
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areas such as environmental protection and1

regional, social and economic development.2

As the CEO and Chair of a publicly3

traded company, I have a duty to our owners, the4

shareholders, to ensure that the resources of the5

company, which are naturally solicited by6

conflicting interests, are deployed in the most7

effective manner possible.8

This is a challenging role and one9

I have seen grow in complexity.  Cameco's business10

environment is more demanding today than ever.  We11

find ourselves fighting aggressively on several12

fronts.13

We compete for customers while14

demanding both competitive pricing and diversity15

of supply.  We also compete for access to capital,16

for shareholders, for quality investment17

opportunities, for skilled employees, and of18

course for public support.19

Our primary business, the20

worldwide supply of uranium concentrates and21

conversion services, is highly concentrated with22

few participants both on the selling side and23

buying side.  The considerable influence exerted24

by an array of secondary sources of supply which25
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reach the market without any cost reference has1

brought the sale price of uranium concentrates,2

Cameco's primary source of revenue, to3

historically low levels.4

In contrast, our future business5

environment looks quite positive.  In the uranium6

and conversion market, construction in the western7

world has exceeded production every year in the8

past 15 years.  In spite of the presence of9

secondary material on the market, new sources of10

primary production will be needed and will trigger11

uranium price recovery.12

Cameco believes that an active13

uranium market lies ahead as many electric14

utilities will soon have to enter the market to15

meet their large and increasingly uncovered16

requirements.17

Cameco's investment strategy is18

predicated on this inevitable development.19

In conclusion, Cameco faces many20

challenges.  Today we must endure low prices and21

shrinking margins as we absorb also the large22

capital expenditures for the development of new23

mines.  At the same time, we must continually24

strive to meet the ever expanding expectations of25
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all our stakeholders.1

But absolutely central to these2

expectations is the protection of the health and3

safety of our employees and of the general public,4

the protection of the environment and the5

assurance of quality in all of our undertakings.6

I thank you for the opportunity to7

speak to you today.  I hope that I have given you8

a sense of my perspective on the important issues9

of safety and quality in our organization and my10

view on the challenges which we face.11

I will now turn it over to John12

Jarrell.13

Obviously, upon completion of his14

presentation, we would be happy to answer any15

questions which you may have.16

MR. JARRELL:  Thank you.  For the17

transcript record of the hearing, my name is John18

Jarrell, and I am Vice-President of Environment19

and Safety.20

I would like to give a brief21

overview of our written submission.22

Rabbit Lake is the oldest23

operating uranium mine in Canada and started24

operation in 1974.  This picture shows the25
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residence in the foreground and the mill in the1

background.2

The operation is currently 100 per3

cent owned by Cameco.  It contained five economic4

orebodies, four open pit and one underground mine,5

which still has reserves.6

It has produced 140 million pounds7

of uranium to date.  The site has two tailings8

facilities and three main waste rock piles.9

This is a picture taken two weeks10

ago of a campaign to segregate low grade or11

special waste materials stockpiled from the12

underground Eagle Point mine.  Segregation by size13

also segregates uranium content.14

This is an activity initiated15

after the mill was shut down in May.  Eagle Point16

operations had been suspended in 1999, and the17

mill had been processing stockpiled ore since18

then.  Therefore, the site is currently in a care19

and maintenance mode, with a workforce of about 3020

to 40 people.21

From a radiation safety22

perspective, good control has been maintained on23

exposure.  The average last year was 1.224

millisieverts, with a maximum effective dose of25
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7.6 millisieverts.  As expected, given operations1

with stockpiled ore, the mill worker group had the2

highest exposures, followed by the service crew3

which hauled ore to the mill.4

In general, relatively low5

exposures were recorded, reflecting mine shutdown.6

In terms of conventional safety7

performance, as Bernard Michel noted, Rabbit Lake8

was the recipient of the 2000 John T. Ryan safety9

award.  The site recorded three occupational10

lost-time injuries during the current licensing11

period, all foot injuries and all occurred in12

1999.13

The site does have a favourable14

long-term trend in safety performance.15

This graph shows that trend line16

for the number of occupational lost-time injuries17

both to Cameco and long-term contractor staff from18

1977 through the year 2000.19

Note the distinct difference20

between the 1980s and the 1990s.  Also note the21

spike in injuries in 1991, mostly contractors22

related to Eagle Point mine development, but also23

including three Cameco employees.24

This is a picture of the sites'25
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effluent treatment system.  It is operated well,1

meeting regulatory discharge requirements and2

regulated parameters.  Measured water quality in3

Hidden Bay, which received the effluent, is4

generally better than predicted in the most recent5

EIS.6

Parameters such as calcium, sodium7

and sulphate show a 10 to 20 per cent increase8

over historic levels, which we believe is related9

to mineralogy and production rates.10

There have been three relatively11

minor spills over the current licensing period:12

none in 1999, two in the year 2000, and one13

year-to-date.14

These involve waste oil, spring15

runoff and partially treated effluent.16

We also completed the second17

wide-ranging state of environment report for the18

site.  One of the conclusions from the study was19

that measured water quality in Hidden Bay, which20

receives the mill effluent, Pow Bay, which21

receives the discharge from the Link Lake drainage22

system, and Collins Bay, which houses the A-zone,23

B-zone and D-zone developments, remains good.24

We envision additional sediment25
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quality work, especially in the effluent stream1

before it enters Hidden Bay, specifically in the2

shallow 18,000 cubic metre pond midway down the3

effluent stream.4

There has been a relatively active5

community consultation process over the current6

licensing period.  Most notably, in the first year7

of the Athabaska Working Group, a community based8

environmental monitoring program was carried out. 9

There was also a two-day workshop held in late10

1999 to review Cigar Lake custom milling proposals11

that involved approximately 47 members of the12

local communities.13

Decommissioning studies and work14

continue to receive relatively high priority. 15

Work in proximity of the in-pit tailings16

management facility shown in this picture is17

largely linked to studies being undertaken in18

association with the Cigar Lake custom milling19

proposal evaluation.20

Studies specifically related to21

the in-pit tailings facility are threefold: 22

refined modelling, tailings injection for the23

purpose of ice melting, and arsenic stability pH24

modification studies.25
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The main physical decommissioning1

work has been associated with the original2

above-ground tailings facility used from 19753

through 1985.4

This picture shows the south dam5

of the facility shortly after long-term6

stabilization was completed in 1999.  It was7

shaped to a 2.75-to-1 slope and armoured with8

screened quarried rock.9

This picture shows the top of the10

56-hectare above-ground tailings facility. 11

Tailings are about 18 metres deep, and the slimes12

area shown in the foreground of this picture is13

being loaded with till for consolidation purposes.14

About one-half of the planned15

600,000 cubic metres of till have been placed,16

with the other half scheduled for 2001 and 2002.17

This picture shows the Harrison18

Peninsula looking north.  From the foreground to19

the background are the B-zone pit, followed by the20

D-zone, then the A-zone deposit, and finally the21

Eagle Point underground mine.22

The planned order of final23

decommissioning is the reverse of this order from24

north to south:  the A-zone, followed by D-zone,25
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followed by B-zone.  Eagle Point will be1

decommissioned when mining is complete and related2

surface decommissioning work is finished.3

The first order of business is4

A-zone.5

About 17 million pounds of uranium6

were recovered from this deposit in 1996 and 1997. 7

About 70,000 cubic metres of special waste8

material and about 40,000 cubic metres of clean9

material were reburied in this deposit under about10

20,000 cubic metres of overburden till and lake11

bottom sediments.  The pond is about 10.5 hectares12

in size and contains about 800,000 cubic metres of13

water.  The plan is to breach the dike in some14

fashion.15

This is a picture of the B-zone16

waste rock pile, which contains about 5 million17

cubic metres of rock and soil.  While we are18

controlling the impact of seepage, primarily19

arsenic, nickel, radium and uranium, we are still20

developing the overall remediation plan for this21

pile.22

These are pictures of northern23

pike marsh fish habitat constructed in24

compensation for lost habitat associated with the25
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A-zone and D-zone developments.  These are1

currently in their nine-year post construction2

monitoring phase.3

The site also has an ongoing but4

to date relatively modest revegetation program. 5

Fortunately, the site's soil conditions are quite6

amenable to regrowth, unlike areas further inside7

the Athabaska sandstone basin, which have more8

challenging growing conditions such as at Key9

Lake.10

Restart of the Eagle Point mine is11

the main proposed change during the next licensing12

period.  A three-year mining campaign is forecast13

based on currently known conditions.  About14

one-half of the known remaining reserve will15

require a modification to the mining method, which16

is essentially similar to the open stope mining17

method used from 1994 to 1999.18

This schematic depicts a19

cross-section of the Eagle Point mine.  The mine20

has a ramped or added entry, as well as a number21

of fresh air and exhaust raises.  The areas22

outlined in red are those areas where reserves23

have been mined and where remaining reserves are24

also located.  Green represents inferred reserves25
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or resources.  Black represents existing mine1

development, and the blue area represents proposed2

new developments proposed for restart.3

In this schematic the areas4

proposed for the narrow vein mining variation are5

shown in yellow.  This represents about one-half6

of the currently known reserves.7

The mining sequence is shown in8

this schematic.  Specifically, development of9

upper and lower levels, followed by drilling and10

blasting of vertical blastholes between the two11

levels, followed by mucking or loading of the12

broken ore from the bottom level, and finally13

followed by backfill and continuation of the14

mining cycle next level up.15

These two pictures show the16

process of drilling vertical blastholes and remote17

mucking or loading of the ore.  Shotcrete will be18

used to help reduce gamma radiation exposures,19

where appropriate.20

Radiation exposure control has21

been and remains a priority at Eagle Point.  The22

projected exposures are consistent with past23

experience at Eagle Point.  A combination of24

methods has been proposed to effect good control,25
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and we believe that ventilation and shielding1

efforts are fully compatible with ALARA dose2

reduction values.3

This graph shows average and4

maximum effective radiation doses over the last5

four full years of Eagle Point operation.  Note6

that in all years maximum exposures have been7

controlled to less than 20 millisieverts per year.8

In the near term, the Rabbit Lake9

site will remain in the care and maintenance mode. 10

Over the next licensing period being proposed, we11

will focus our energies on two projects above and12

beyond ongoing decommissioning work: specifically,13

preparation to restart Eagle Point, and finalize14

an EIS for custom milling a portion of the Cigar15

Lake material at the Rabbit Lake mill.16

In summary, we believe Rabbit Lake17

has demonstrated a high level of commitment to18

safety, has operated in a responsible fashion, has19

proposed a good plan to restart the Eagle Point20

mine, and has demonstrated an ongoing commitment21

to decommissioning and dialogue with our northern22

neighbours.23

We therefore respectfully request24

that the Commission give favourable consideration25
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to renewal of the Rabbit Lake licence, suitably1

modified to permit restart of the Eagle Point2

mine.3

We also request consideration for4

extending the licensing period beyond the current5

norm of two years.  We believe such an extension6

would be more compatible with the current mine7

plan; and if deemed necessary, we feel that some8

form of mid-licence review in lieu of formal9

relicensing may prove beneficial to all parties.10

Thank you for your attention.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  With12

the permission of the Commission members, I will13

delay questioning until we have heard from the14

CNSC staff.15

I, therefore, call upon CNSC staff16

to give their oral presentation as outlined in CMD17

document 01-H20.  I call upon Mr. Pereira, please.18

19

01-H2020

Oral Presentation by CNSC staff21

MR. PEREIRA:  My name is Ken22

Pereira.  I am the Director General of the23

Directorate of Fuel Cycle and Materials24

Regulation.25
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Cameco Corporation has applied for1

a licence to recommence mining and milling and to2

continue other activities associated with the3

operation of the Rabbit Lake facility in northern4

Saskatchewan.5

This is a facility with a long6

history of operation that stretches back to over7

27 years.  Activities at the facility have been8

subject to scrutiny by CNSC staff and by other9

agencies over the years.10

The CNSC staff report presented in11

CMD 01-H20 addresses the CNSC staff assessment of12

the licensee's programs for management of health,13

safety and environment.  It only reports on those14

specific issues that remain unresolved at the time15

of issue of the document.16

The recommendation of a two-year17

licence term is based on the CNSC staff assessment18

of the status of a number of the managed programs19

and processes of the facility.20

I will now pass the presentation21

over to Mr. Barclay Howden, who is Director of the22

Uranium Facilities Division.23

MR. HOWDEN:  Madam Chair, members24

of the Commission, my name is Barclay Howden.25
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Before providing you with an1

overview of CNSC staff's assessment of this2

facility, I would like to brief you on two3

important topics.  One is the environmental4

assessment history of this site.  This is being5

provided to you to give you some context of how6

the site has evolved.  The other topic is Cameco's7

corporate oversight of quality with respect to its8

regulated facilities and activities.9

This is one of the key licensing10

issues that impacts the licence applications of11

the three Cameco facilities being considered by12

the Commission today.13

With regard to environmental14

assessment, the uranium mines in northern15

Saskatchewan have been subjected to an16

environmental assessment and review process.  The17

federal environmental regulations have evolved18

from the Environmental Assessment and Review19

Process Guidelines Order in 1984 to the current20

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and21

Regulations that were put in place in 1995.22

Some initial environmental23

assessments pre-date the promulgation of federal24

environmental assessment regulations and were25
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carried out under Saskatchewan's provincial1

process.2

For Rabbit Lake, mining and3

milling of its orebody began in 1974.  An4

environmental assessment and public review of a5

six-volume Environmental Impact Statement led to6

regulatory approval for mining the B Zone orebody7

and mill modifications in 1982.8

In June 1987, an Environmental9

Impact Statement for the mining of A Zone, D Zone10

and Eagle Point orebodies was submitted to the11

AECB.  The documentation was reviewed by AECB12

staff, as well as by the Saskatchewan regulatory13

agencies involved in the licensing of uranium14

mining operations.15

Provincial approval of these16

proposals was issued in January 1988, and the AECB17

licensed the mining of the A Zone and D Zone18

orebodies and the development of the Eagle Point19

test mine in September 1988.  Mining of the Eagle20

Point and the A Zone and D Zone orebodies,21

however, did not commence at that time.22

Following a mine water spill in23

November 1989, there was sufficient public concern24

regarding the safe operation of the facility that25
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the Atomic Energy Control Board referred the1

mining of the A Zone, D Zone and Eagle Point2

orebodies to the Federal Environmental Assessment3

Review office for public review by a panel.4

The province of Saskatchewan had5

already approved the proposal.  As a result, a6

federal-only Environmental Assessment and Review7

Panel was established which held public hearings8

on the proposal.  In November 1993, the panel9

recommended approval of the project, with 2110

specific recommendations which were addressed11

through the AECB and now the CNSC licensing12

process.13

Turning now to quality assurance,14

the requirement for a quality assurance program is15

now formally specified in the Nuclear Safety and16

Control Act's General Nuclear Safety and Control17

Regulations and the Uranium Mines and Mills18

Regulations.19

CNSC staff has been working on20

developing specific QA requirements of uranium21

mines and mills.  Our initial review of the Cameco22

applications for the Rabbit Lake, McArthur River23

and Key Lake operations indicated that Cameco was24

not meeting our expectations.25
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This is partly due to the QA1

requirements being new and the CNSC staff not2

communicating our requirements clearly.  We have3

now remedied the communications issue and are now4

in the process of tackling the gap between our5

requirements and where Cameco's QA program6

currently stands.7

The nature of the gap is:  Cameco8

has a number of mine sites and other licensed9

facilities that operate under their own10

site-specific QA programs.  Two of the elements11

that aren't clearly apparent are the linkages to12

their corporate management who should be13

directing, in broad terms, the safety management14

of the licensed facilities and independently15

monitoring the performance of these facilities to16

detect site-specific conditions that could lead to17

degradation of the quality of health, safety and18

the environment.19

Thus, we require a QA program that20

describes the organizational structures and21

management processes that have been put in place22

to demonstrate how Cameco assures itself that all23

its licensed facilities comply with the NSCA24

regulations and QA requirements.25
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Cameco has replied to our concerns1

with a strong commitment to meet our requirements,2

and has reiterated that commitment today.  They3

have indicated that they have corporate4

initiatives such as an environmental management5

system and health and safety management system6

that are being put in place that will form the7

building blocks of a corporate QA program to meet8

regulatory requirements.9

CNSC staff has reviewed the10

commitment and judged that the proposed way11

forward is reasonable and has recommended a12

licence condition to capture this commitment.  We13

will be monitoring this issue closely and will be14

prepared to take enforcement action, as15

appropriate, should Cameco fail to meet its16

commitment.17

I will now turn over the18

presentation to Mr. Rick McCabe, who is head of19

the CNSC's Uranium Mine Section in Saskatoon, who20

will provide you with an overview of CNSC staff's21

assessment of the Rabbit Lake facility.22

MR. McCABE:  Thank you.  Madam23

Chair, members of the Commission, I am Rick24

McCabe.25
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Cameco's Rabbit Lake operation is1

currently licensed by the CNSC.  Cameco has2

applied for a renewal of its operating licence for3

a five-year term and to resume mining of the Eagle4

Point Mine.  The Commission is requested to5

consider issuing a Uranium Mine Operating Licence6

for a two-year term, including the mining of Eagle7

Point.8

The Applicant is seeking CNSC's9

approval to carry out the following activities:10

Operate the Eagle Point Mine and11

the associated facilities; operate the Rabbit Lake12

Mill and its associated facilities; maintain the13

flooded B Zone, D Zone and A Zone open-pit mines14

and associated facilities; maintain the Above15

Ground Tailings Management Facility and waste-rock16

piles associated with the Rabbit Lake open-pit17

mine; possess, store, transfer, import, use and18

dispose of nuclear substances and radiation19

devices.20

This presentation includes the21

results of CNSC staff's assessment of the major22

programs in place at the Rabbit Lake Operation.23

Ore mining from the Eagle Point24

Mine was suspended in March of 1999.  The mine was25
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put into a state of care and maintenance. 1

Maintenance of the mine to date has been2

acceptable.3

Milling of ore was completed in4

May of 2001.  Cameco has done a good job of5

cleaning up the mill and the vessels and placing6

the facility in a state of care and maintenance.7

CNSC staff has reviewed the8

operation of the facility with a reduced work9

force and is satisfied that adequate provision has10

been made for the protection of the environment,11

the health and safety of persons, and the12

maintenance of security.13

CNSC staff finds that the proposed14

Radiation Protection Program meets the application15

requirements specified in the Regulations and the16

guidance that was provided to the licensee.17

The proposed action levels of 118

millisievert effective dose in one week and 519

millisievert effective dose received over a20

calendar quarter are acceptable.  Action levels21

will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure22

they remain appropriate.  Action levels are23

supplemented with administrative levels contained24

in the Radiation Protection Code of Practice.25
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A review of radiation protection1

performance from the current licensing period2

indicates that radiation doses are being3

adequately controlled at this facility.  The4

average annual effective dose for mine workers was5

6.5 millisieverts and the maximum annual6

individual effective dose was 16.7 millisieverts7

in 1998, the most recent year of full operation of8

the mine.9

The average annual effective dose10

for mill workers was only 2.8 millisieverts, and11

the maximum annual individual effective dose was12

7.6 millisieverts in 2000.  These results are well13

below the limits of 50 millisieverts per year and14

100 millisieverts in five years.15

The performance of the Radiation16

Protection Program during the current licensing17

period is acceptable to CNSC staff.18

The narrow vein mining method19

requires engineering and operational practices to20

control radiation doses to workers.  Cameco is21

committed to calculate weekly dose estimates for22

mine workers to assess the effectiveness of the23

engineering and operational controls.  High doses24

will require the implementation of protective25
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actions.1

CNSC staff will conduct a minimum2

of three inspections during the first months of3

underground mining to observe the implementation4

of the engineering and operational controls5

described in the licence application.6

The radiation and ventilation7

monitoring data and weekly dose estimates will be8

subject to ongoing review by CNSC staff to ensure9

that the Eagle Point Mine Code of Practice10

effectively controls workers' radiation doses.11

A condition has been included in12

the draft licence requiring Cameco to provide a13

report within 15 months of the commencement of14

narrow vein mining, comparing the actual exposures15

received during the first 12 months of mining to16

the predicted exposures detailed in the licence17

application.18

Saskatchewan Labour has indicated19

that any issues they have identified with respect20

to the conventional health and safety of the21

reopening of the Eagle Point Mine can be dealt22

with in a satisfactory manner.  Their inspectors23

will be monitoring these issues when the mine24

resumes operations.25
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CNSC staff finds Cameco's policy1

on environmental protection to be comprehensive. 2

CNSC staff finds that the Applicant's programs3

meet the environmental protection obligations4

under the Nuclear Safety and Control Act and5

Regulations.6

The Environmental Protection Code7

of Practice, which includes both administrative8

and action levels, is triggered by final treated9

effluent quality.  The Environmental Monitoring10

Program and the results obtained through it are11

subject to ongoing review by CNSC staff as part of12

the regulatory compliance program.13

Cameco has developed an14

Environmental Effects Monitoring Program. 15

Implementation and refinement of this program will16

provide information to enable the assessment of17

the extent and significance of biological effects18

caused by mill effluent discharge and discharges19

during development of the Rabbit Lake open pit.20

CNSC staff concludes that the21

Environmental Protection Program provides adequate22

provision for the protection of the environment.23

Air quality monitoring results did24

not indicate any significant issues.  No effluent25
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discharge limits have been exceeded for the1

operation.2

Aquatic environments that have3

received mill effluent discharge (Horseshoe Creek4

immediately downstream of the final treated5

effluent discharge) and discharges during6

development of the Rabbit Lake open-pit mine (that7

is, through Links Lake) have elevated8

concentrations of uranium and other elements9

associated with these discharges.  This has10

resulted in reduced abundance and diversity of11

resident biota.12

Four unusual occurrences were13

reported during the licensing period.  The14

environmental impact of these occurrences was15

negligible.  Cameco's response and remediation of16

these occurrences was satisfactory.17

Issues that must be considered in18

the development of the detailed decommissioning19

plan for the Rabbit Lake operation include the20

environmental impacts from:  sediments deposited21

in the Horseshoe Creek and the Rabbit Lake22

drainage systems; contaminated seepage from23

waste-rock piles; contaminated seepage from the24

above-ground TMF and the in-pit tailings25
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management facility; and elevated contaminant1

concentrations in the flooded open pits. 2

Environmental studies are being carried out to3

assess these impacts and develop decommissioning4

options for these areas.5

CNSC staff finds the activities6

being undertaken by the licensee to address the7

environmental issues associated with this8

operation to be acceptable.9

While the Rabbit Lake operation10

has implemented quality assurance/quality control11

procedures in some program areas, an overall12

corporate QA program has yet to be implemented. 13

Cameco has committed to the development of a14

complete QA program for overseeing its facilities. 15

The draft licence requires Cameco to submit a16

report to the CNSC by April 30, 2002, outlining17

its proposal and schedule for the design and18

implementation of its corporate QA program to meet19

the requirements of the NSCA and the Regulations.20

Given these circumstances and21

commitments, the QA program is conditionally22

acceptable.23

The Rabbit Lake operation has an24

emergency response plan and maintains an emergency25
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response team.  However, the emergency response1

plan does not adequately address the roles of2

offsite authorities in dealing with the adverse3

effects of an accidental release of nuclear and4

hazardous substances.  Cameco has submitted a5

schedule for bringing this program into compliance6

with regulatory requirements.  CNSC staff will7

conduct an evaluation of the revised Emergency8

Response Plan during the upcoming licensing9

period.10

The policies and programs11

described in the licence application meet waste12

management obligations under the NSCA and its13

Regulations.  The performance of the waste14

management system provides adequate protection of15

the environment.16

The regulation of conventional17

health and safety in uranium mines involves three18

regulatory agencies:  Saskatchewan Labour, Human19

Resources and Development Canada and, to a lesser20

extent, the CNSC.21

Saskatchewan Labour takes the lead22

role under the authority delegated to them by23

Human Resources and Development Canada.  CNSC24

staff take an overview role and monitors25
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compliance with the regulatory reporting1

requirements.  When a concern is identified by2

CNSC staff, Human Resources and Development Canada3

or Saskatchewan Labour are consulted and requested4

to address the concern.5

An Occupational Health Committee,6

consisting of employees and supervisors, is7

charged with the responsibilities of reviewing8

past incidents, conducting safety inspections,9

evaluating safety programs and recommending health10

and safety improvements.  Saskatchewan Labour11

reviewed the CNSC staff's assessment for a licence12

renewal and indicated that it was their opinion13

that the Occupational Health Committee at Rabbit14

Lake was operating in a satisfactory manner.15

One unusual occurrence was16

reported to the CNSC during the licensing period. 17

The occurrence was investigated by the OHC and18

Saskatchewan Labour.19

The Conventional Health and Safety20

Program meets the obligations under the NSCA and21

its Regulations.22

The Security Program adequately23

meets the requirements prescribed by the NSCA and24

its Regulations.  No unusual occurrences related25
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to security were reported during the licensing1

period.2

Cameco communicates and consults3

with the communities of the Athabasca region4

through the Athabasca Environmental Quality5

Committee, the Athabasca Working Group, the6

Athabasca Economic Development and Training7

Council, a newsletter, informal communications and8

public meetings.  CNSC staff finds that Cameco's9

Public Information Program is acceptable.10

A financial guarantee is in place11

in the form of an irrevocable letter of credit for12

the total sum of $29.5 million.  This letter of13

credit is currently in good standing and has an14

annual self-renewing date of December 31st.  The15

value of the financial guarantee is based on a16

Preliminary Decommissioning Plan and costing17

estimate developed in 1996.18

CNSC staff is currently reviewing19

a costing estimate based upon an updated20

Preliminary Decommissioning Plan.  A licence21

condition has been included in the draft licence22

stipulating that this process must be completed23

and a revised financial guarantee in place by24

December 31, 2001.25
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CNSC staff has determined that a1

further environmental assessment of the proposed2

Rabbit Lake operation under the Canadian3

Environmental Assessment Act is not required4

because the currently proposed mining methods for5

Eagle Point were included within the scope of the6

1993 environmental assessment process.  CNSC staff7

confirms that effective impact mitigation measures8

have been substantially implemented at the Rabbit9

Lake operation, and that follow-up to the10

environmental assessment is occurring under the11

CNSC's licensing process.12

Cameco Corporation is in good13

standing with the Canadian Nuclear Safety14

Commission with respect to the payment of15

licensing fees for its Rabbit Lake operation.16

On July 11, 2001, accompanied by17

CNSC staff, the International Atomic Energy Agency18

carried out its first complimentary access in19

Canada under the Additional Protocol to its20

Safeguards Agreement at the Rabbit Lake operation. 21

The objective of this short-notice IAEA Access was22

to assure consistency with Canada's declared23

nuclear fuel cycle activities.  The licensee's24

procedures and preparations to accommodate the25
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IAEA's access and activities worked well.  Under1

the terms of Canada's Additional Protocol, the2

IAEA will provide a report to the CNSC on the3

activities that it carried out.4

Based upon this, CNSC staff5

recommends that the Commission (a) accept CNSC6

staff's assessment that the Applicant is qualified7

to carry on the activities that the licence will8

authorize and will make adequate provision, in9

carrying on those activities, for the protection10

of the environment, the health and safety of11

persons, and the maintenance of national security12

and measures required to implement international13

obligations to which Canada has agreed; (b) accept14

CNSC staff's assessment that, pursuant to Section15

2 of Schedule 1, Part 1 of the Canadian16

Environmental Assessment Act, Exclusion List17

Regulations, an environmental assessment pursuant18

to Canadian Environmental Assessment Act is not19

required; and (c) consider issuing the proposed20

Uranium Mine Operating Licence for a two-year21

period.22

Thank you.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.  In24

light of the time, we will have a luncheon break25
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until 1:30.  Then we will resume questioning at1

that time.  We will breaking for a little over an2

hour.3

Thank you very much.4

--- Upon recessing at 12:25 p.m.5

--- Upon resuming at 1:30 p.m.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good afternoon,7

ladies and gentlemen.  The Commission will resume8

its hearing with regards to the application by9

Cameco Corporation for a licence to operate the10

Rabbit Hill Operation as outlined in the documents11

earlier today.12

We will resume the hearing by13

opening the floor for questions to both the14

applicant and to staff by the Commission members.15

Dr. Barnes.16

MEMBER BARNES:  I have several17

perhaps fairly short questions first to the18

applicant.19

You showed us two graphs, one20

entitled the Cameco Safety Culture and the other21

was Safety Performance.  What's the difference22

between those two?23

MR. MICHEL:  There was one graph24

in my presentation which reflected the frequency25
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of accidents for all of Cameco's operation and I1

believe that is a graph presented by John Jarrell. 2

It had to do specifically with the Rabbit Lake3

Operation.4

MEMBER BARNES:  I didn't5

understand what the vertical axis was because6

there is no indicator what that represented.  On7

safety culture it went from zero to 2.5 and on8

safety performance, zero to 35.9

MR. JARRELL:  I have the thing up10

here on my computer, if we could just switch.11

What that is is the number of lost12

time accidents.  It's just a numerical number of13

lost time accidents here.  The other graphs that14

we had showed frequency.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sorry, that's an16

annual --17

MR. JARRELL:  That's an annual18

number, yes.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.20

MR. JARRELL:  The number that21

Bernard Michel showed is accident frequency and22

the reason we picked that was because there was a23

much more variable number of employees over that24

period of time so that sort of takes into account25
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the variation in the number of employees whereas1

Rabbit Lake was a fairly stable operation so we2

just stuck to the actual number of accidents.3

MEMBER BARNES:  On the top of4

page 9, we are dealing with the waste rock pile in5

pit B, I guess it was.  This is the special waste6

that is -- this is a 10.9 million tonnes of waste7

rock on the surface of the B-Zone.8

MR. JARRELL:  Yes.9

MEMBER BARNES:  Is there any10

intent to move that and essentially bury it in one11

of the pits as opposed to leaving it there with12

that continued contamination?13

MR. JARRELL:  The current thinking14

is to leave the pile in situ and to devise an 15

appropriate cover and drainage technic to deal16

with the residual amounts of arsenic and nickel17

which are the prime contaminants of concern. 18

That's the current plan.  That's what we are19

currently trying to evaluate.20

MEMBER BARNES:  On page 19 -- I21

will jump around a little bit here -- towards the22

end, the term of the licence -- and I think we are23

talking here about the Eagle Point Mine having24

three years left.  Is that right?25
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MR. JARRELL:  That's correct.1

MEMBER BARNES:  But it says:2

"In addition, there is3

uncertainty about Cameco's4

plans for the future of the5

Rabbit Lake Operation once6

the final ore reserves have7

been depleted".8

I couldn't quite understand why at9

this point there was that uncertainty.  I mean,10

what are the options?  What does that mean?11

MR. MICHEL:  I would not agree12

that there is uncertainty.  The plan for Rabbit13

Lake is first of all to complete the mining of the14

remaining Eagle Point Reserve.  This is an15

activity which will take three years at the most. 16

Thereafter the plan is to process a part of the17

ore which is going to be extracted from the Cigar18

Lake Mine and that will be the subject of an19

application to the Commission.20

MEMBER BARNES:  Does staff want to21

comment?  Fine, okay.22

On page 13, but mainly 14, there23

is a comment that the discharges, particularly24

uranium, are resulting in reduced abundance and25
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diversity of resident biota, and that was also1

reported.  But again, it doesn't give very much2

sort of quantitative information about how serious3

that is.  One has the impression that this is, in4

a sense, a minor thing that is still within the5

regulatory limits and yet it is picked out as a6

problem.  So could someone perhaps from Cameco7

indicate the scale of this and whether it's within8

regulatory limits?9

MR. JARRELL:  Well, I can't10

comment on the scale of it.  What I can comment on11

is twofold.  First of all, I am not certain that12

there are sort of, if you will, regulatory limits13

on effect on biota.  The other point I would make14

though is just that where we have seen these15

impacts have been a very sort of near field16

receiving environment.  I think that the study17

that is being referred to there is the Horseshoe18

Pond  that I mentioned which is this small pond of19

about 18,000 cubic metres part of the effluent20

treatment area.21

The other area that we are looking22

at is the Link Lakes System.  We have done a23

number of studies just trying to basically get a24

current baseline on sort of the effect of aquatic25
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biota.  What we see, if we do see an impact, I1

think I indicated that we would likely do2

additional studies of this, and I guess our view3

on this matter is that there are potential defined4

near field issues that have to be dealt with at5

decommissioning.  That's our current view on the6

matter.7

MEMBER BARNES:  If I could ask Dr.8

Thompson then.  In this sort of thing -- in fact9

the sentence links both of those two locations,10

Link Lake and Horseshoe Lake.  But are there11

provincial regulations here, Dr. Thompson, that12

would apply in these sort of cases?13

DR. THOMPSON:  No, there are no14

regulations per se on the level of what we would15

call acceptable environmental effects.  What we16

try to achieve in terms of licensing and17

regulatory approach is to minimize the effects to18

the extent possible.  In the various environment19

impact statements that were made, predictions were20

made of environmental effects in the near field. 21

So in that sense they would be limited in terms of22

spacial extent.23

The environmental monitoring24

results that were reported in the status of the25
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environment report does indicate that we have near1

field effects in the system receiving treated2

effluent.  It's in the range of what was expected. 3

In the case of the Link Lakes, there are two4

reports that were submitted to the CNSC recently. 5

We have been aware of radium and uranium6

contamination in those two water bodies for some7

time.  Cameco has undertaken a number of studies8

to look at ways of stabilizing those contaminants9

and sediment.10

The recent reports outline effects11

on benthic and vertebrae communities and fish. 12

Those are very localised impacts.  What we expect13

is the environmental effects monitoring program14

that Cameco will be putting in place for that15

facility will better define the extent of those16

impacts and see how they can best be handled at17

the time of decommissioning and with further18

operational controls should they be needed.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham.20

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Yes.  The question21

I have to Cameco first of all regards occupational22

health and safety.  I believe some of that would23

fall under provincial jurisdiction in24

Saskatchewan.  Have you had any violations25
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recently with regard to any occupational health1

and safety standards within your mine?2

MR. JARRELL:  No, we haven't.3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  So there hasn't4

been any -- by "recently", within the last5

licensing period.6

MR. JARRELL:  Certainly from7

personal experience I can't recall one in the last8

six years that I have been associated with these9

operations.10

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.11

A question then to staff, CNSC12

staff.  In your presentation you talk about the13

Quality Assurance Program and you say that they do14

not have a Quality Assurance Program at this time15

and you go on then to another issue, another one16

of your slides:17

"Plans do not adequately18

address the role of off-site19

authorities in the Emergency20

Preparedness Program".21

What you are saying is neither of22

those programs exists at this time.  I believe23

that's correct and if not correct, correct me. 24

But my question is under the existing licence that25
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is there now, why is there not a Quality Assurance1

Program and why is there not an Emergency2

Preparedness Program under the existing licence3

conditions now and how did that become non4

existent?5

MR. PEREIRA:  Perhaps we didn't6

communicate the point across clearly enough. 7

Cameco do have certain quality management8

activities for different parts of their program on9

site.  What we are commenting on is the lack of an10

integrated program to cover all of their11

activities, an  integrated program that ties in on12

a corporate basis and that is the improvement we13

are looking for.  They do have some quality14

control and quality management activities, but it15

is designed for specific programs at the facility. 16

They do have Emergency Preparedness Programs for17

activities on site.  It's the off-site aspects18

that are not covered.19

I will ask Mr. Howden to comment20

further on both issues.21

MR. HOWDEN:  In terms of the22

Quality Assurance requirement that's a new formal23

requirement under the regulations, under the NSCA24

for the uranium mines and mills.  So the formal25
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requirement for that is now in place and this is1

where we have examined their programs and found2

that they do have many of the elements, the3

guidance that we gave to them in terms of what our4

requirements are, there are 14 program elements5

and they have many of those, but they don't have6

all of them.  That's for QA, and much of the7

weakness is in this integration, as Mr. Pereira8

says, with the corporate entity.9

In terms of Emergency10

Preparedness, we have reviewed their plans. 11

Again, the formal requirement for cooperation with12

off-site authorities in their planning,13

notification and assisting them during emergencies14

is new under the Uranium Mines and Milling Regs. 15

This also exists for Class 1 facility regulations16

as well.  So we want them to formalize essentially17

ad hoc arrangements that are in place.18

What we have looked at is we have19

seen that the licensee has strong interfaces with20

the provincial regulatory authorities and local21

communities, what we call off-site authorities,22

that those would be used in response to an23

emergency.  However, the formal planning24

arrangements have not been put in place.  However,25
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in assessing what this impact has on safety, we1

note that the nature of the likeliest event that2

might occur today would be a slow moving event3

that could impact the environment and we are in a4

position to say that the informal ad hoc5

arrangements in place would very likely be6

satisfactory for that type of event, but we want7

them to formalize these arrangements with these8

off-site authorities.9

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Two other10

questions.  Firstly with regard to Quality11

Assurance, in your slide you said that the program12

should be in place by April 30, 2002.  Will that13

be a licensing condition?14

MR. PEREIRA:  What the licence15

condition, I think, refers to is for them to16

supply us with a plan on how they would move17

towards it by April.18

MEMBER GRAHAM:  The other question19

I have is with regard to financial guarantees. 20

The $29.5 million that's referred to is that21

referred only to the Rabbit Lake licence?22

MR. PEREIRA:  That is correct.  It23

refers to the Rabbit Lake licence.24

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Giroux.1

MEMBER GIROUX:  I have a question2

first for Mr. Michel.3

I was interested to hear you talk4

this morning about what you call a "moral"5

authority to operate and the social licence.  This6

is an interested vocabulary of the late 20th7

century and 21st century.8

My question would be: How do you9

translate that into practice?  For instance, you10

are from a large organization, as you mentioned11

this morning, which operates world wide.  Are you12

in a position to maintain the same values and the13

same ethics all over the world that you presumably14

are using in Canada?  That's the first question.15

The second question is: Are there16

any instances where your own set of values might17

lead you to adopt more stringent operation18

policies and limits than the regulators impose?19

MR. MICHEL:  The first question20

has to do with, I believe, do we apply outside21

Canada the standards we set for ourselves in22

Canada, if I understand your question.  The answer23

is yes.  We have defined a number of principles24

and values which form part of what we call our25
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company vision and we are extremely vigilant to1

make sure that the principles we decide to adopt2

are applied not only in Canada, but in all the3

areas where we operate in the world.  I think4

that's my response to your first question.5

Now, we have a number of standards6

which we apply to all our operations and how does7

it translate into practice?  It means, first of8

all, that we communicate regularly with our9

employees to make sure that our approach to10

contacting business is understood and is accepted11

by our employees and we base these on ongoing12

communication inside the company of what we13

expect.  We also make it known outside the company14

and when and if some improper behaviour or15

behaviour not consistent with what we expect is16

reported, we investigate it very carefully.17

You asked also a question18

regarding compromise.  Is there any situations19

where we are not fully complying with the20

standards we set for ourselves and my answer to21

your question is I hope not, but maybe it happens.22

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.23

My second question was: Are there24

instances where your standards are tougher than25
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the regulator, or do you --1

MR. MICHEL:  Well, if I look at2

the standards set by the regulator in the area of3

environment and safety, I am sure that we would4

find areas over our activities where we set for5

ourselves standards which are greater than those6

which result from regulatory demand, though at7

this moment I would have difficulties quoting an8

example if you were asking me to do that.9

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  That10

answers my question.11

I have a second question which is12

a bit more technical concerning the narrow vein13

mining, and it is mentioned that the workers would14

have to be in closer contact or in more proximity15

to the ore because of the mining method.  I am16

still lacking here a sense of scale.  For one17

thing, how wide is narrow vein and why should the18

workers be closer to the ore?  Could you explain19

to me maybe the mechanics of getting the ore out20

and how the workers are involved.21

MR. NEUBERGUR:  When we talk about22

them being closer to the ore it's that we will be23

doing more in ore development, but with our24

massive mining method, we develop only a small25
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amount in the ore.  The big difference is that our1

spacing  between levels is reduced so we are doing2

more development and we are doing all of that3

through an ore area.  We are accessing it4

longitudinally along the ore.  So we are doing5

more of the development phase in the ore.6

Within that development, a miner7

is really not any closer exposed to the ore than8

he  would be in the development phase of the9

massive mining method.10

You also asked what the dimensions11

of narrow vein are.  Our minimum mining width that12

we are applying is two-metre wide stope.  However,13

in many cases the actual ore thickness is less14

than that.  In the narrow vein areas it can extend15

up to three meters in some areas, but in many16

cases it will be one metre wide or less with a17

two-metre excavation of our stope.  The tunnels,18

or drifts as we call them in mining, will be about19

3.2 metres square roughly and they will be20

following the ore.  So they will be a little21

larger than the vertical excavations that will be22

mined to actually get the production.23

I would emphasize that the key24

difference is we will be doing a lot more in ore25
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development.  The actual in-ore development will1

be very similar to what is being done with massive2

mining, but with smaller equipment and on a3

smaller scale.4

MEMBER GIROUX:  Could you indicate5

what are the mitigation measures that you are6

taking or the engineering that you are doing to7

minimize doses to workers?8

MR. NEUBERGUR:  The engineering9

controls are very much similar to what has been10

applied in the past in ore development.  Probably11

the biggest factor is that we apply a shotcrete12

extensively, well very shortly following13

excavation of another round, another three metres14

typically of the tunnel.  So the shotcrete is15

applied to the back or the roof and the walls of16

the excavation and that effectively shields for17

gamma and then, I think we have said, we apply a18

nominal, approximately four inches of shotcrete. 19

But really the key measure there is the gamma20

field that will be measured and we will apply21

more, or sometimes less, in order to ensure we22

have a reasonable gamma field.23

Another key engineering control is24

the tight control by ventilation.  Through the25
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development phase that will be keeping an1

auxiliary ventilation system with the development,2

the advance of the development.  After development3

is completed, it will always be a flowthrough4

ventilation system that will be in place.  That5

will be the major mitigating engineering control6

for radon.  We also will be putting material on7

the floor of the tunnels.  That will be clean8

waste rock materials we are developing and before9

we drill we will be putting concrete in place so10

that the drill room will be effectively the same11

condition as the drill room with the massive12

mining.  So those are probably the major13

engineering controls.14

MEMBER GIROUX:  Very good.  Thank15

you.16

In the same vein --17

--- Laughter18

MEMBER GIROUX:  This will be to19

staff now.  You state in your proposal that there20

should be a licence condition to have a report on21

the doses after 15 months -- in the first 1222

months of operation, if I read correctly.23

MR. PEREIRA:  That's correct.24

MEMBER GIROUX:  That sounds like a25
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long time for something which is maybe more dose1

intensive.  Do I understand correctly that you2

would be receiving reports on a more frequent3

basis and making your own inspections so that if4

anything develops after two months you can put5

your finger on it and act?  Could you tell me what6

are your plans?7

MR. PEREIRA:  Yes.  Ken Pereira8

speaking.9

We have a program of inspections,10

I think, which is 13 inspections and requirements11

for frequent reporting ahead of the one-year12

report submitted after 15 months.  But I will ask13

Mr. McCabe to elaborate more on our inspection14

program and also on our experience of regulating15

similar activities elsewhere.16

MR. McCABE:  Thanks, Mr. Pereira. 17

Rick McCabe speaking.18

Yes, I guess, some of you may19

recall back in 97-98 there were some high20

exposures in the underground mining at the Cluff21

Lake Operation and during that time, subsequent to22

meetings with this Commission, or the Board at23

that time, COGEMA made significant efforts to24

reduce exposures for workers working within the25
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ore body which is analogous to what is going to1

happen here at Rabbit Lake.2

They implemented, as was3

indicated, shotcreting for gamma control,4

increased training, different equipment and things5

like that.  When we came to this Commission the6

exposures, the maximum exposures to the workers,7

underground workers at the Cluff Lake Operation8

were in the range of 32 millisieverts per year. 9

Subsequent to that, after much development work10

and implementation of both engineering and work11

control practices.12

The Cluff Lake Operation has been13

able to reduce their doses in the range of 10 to14

15 millisieverts for the underground workers and I15

say that because the grade has increased at the16

Cluff Lake Operation and you would think then that17

the doses would have gone up proportionally at18

least, but the grade is doubled or maybe even19

tripled on an average grade and the doses have20

been cut in half.21

So we are very confident, based22

upon the experience that we have at Cluff Lake,23

that Cameco will be able to mine this operation24

and maintain the doses that they project,25
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somewhere around 16 millisieverts as a maximum. 1

It ties together with the experience that we have2

had at Cluff Lake.  So we are confident.3

As I indicated in the4

presentation -- I think it's in the CMD also -- we5

plan to stay on this very closely at first to make6

sure that all of these engineering and work7

practices are implemented.  We will be inspecting8

it on a monthly basis to ensure that these things9

happen, and based upon those results that's how we10

will be taking the remedial measures needed from a11

regulatory point of view.12

The report will be a good summary13

of interest to the Commission to see how things14

have happened.  Should there be upset conditions15

during that time, we would definitely report them16

to the Commission if they were major.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes.18

MEMBER BARNES:  Just a question to19

Cameco and staff.  We have two requests from20

Cameco, I think for a five-year term, and from21

staff for a two-year term, and yet here we are22

looking at a major change in mining process for a23

mine that will essentially be terminated in three24

years and then going to a different mode of25
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operation.  Why five on the one hand and why two1

on the other?  Wouldn't a three-year licence be2

sensible and that would more or less bring it to3

the expected life as a working mine?4

MR. JARRELL:  I could speak from5

my perspective.6

We were cognizant of the fact that7

it was a three-year mine plan, that is based on8

current reserves.  We probably liberally added9

another year just because of start-up times and10

what we find.  I mean, this is certainly our11

current expectation.12

I guess the view was that that13

was -- the five-year period was a time that would14

see us through the Eagle Point development15

comfortably and would get us into the position to16

either be aggressively looking at the sort of17

custom milling of the Cigar Lake material or,18

alternatively, into some pretty significant19

decommissioning activities.  So whether it was20

four or five, I think we just thought that it21

should be sort of suitable to the known reserves22

we know today.23

MR. PEREIRA:  Ken Pereira.24

Our recommendation is based on our25
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assessment of the state of Cameco's programs at1

the facility.  We highlighted the need for2

improvements in the approach to quality assurance,3

emergency preparedness, the issue of dose control.4

This new type of mining is another5

issue.6

Another issue that we have7

considered is the state of Cameco's plans,8

long-term plans for the facility in particular9

with respect to decommissioning.10

So given all of those11

considerations, we did not believe there was a12

case that could be made for a longer license term13

than two years, which was the normal term for the14

licence.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Giroux.16

MEMBER GIROUX:  My remaining17

question has doubled now that I have had time to18

think more.19

--- Laugher20

MEMBER GIROUX:  Just coming back21

to the narrow vein method, I just want to check22

that this was part of the environmental assessment23

in 1993.  Was it already in there?24

MR. PEREIRA:  Ken Pereira25
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speaking.1

Yes, it was.2

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.3

The other question is to staff4

again.5

You state somewhere in your6

presentation that applying the ALARA process you7

are using a guideline of $100,000 per sievert as8

an indication that there is no point spending more9

to save one sievert.10

I just would like to -- and this11

is a number I may have seen in the past, but not12

recently.  Where does it reside in your13

documentation?  Is that part of the regulation or14

guidelines?15

Maybe you could discuss a little16

bit about the rationale for it.17

MR. PEREIRA:  Ken Pereira here.18

The first point is, I think, we19

understand it was Cameco who came up with that20

figure.21

I will ask Mr. McCabe to comment22

on where it appears in our documents.23

MR. McCABE:  Cameco has utilized24

that number in their arguments for not doing any25
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other work.  That is given in the guide G129.1

That number is not their number,2

that is a number that has been suggested by the3

Commission in G129, the guides for implementation4

of the ALARA.  So that is our number.5

MR. JARRELL:  If I could just sort6

of add a little bit to that, sort of the numbers7

that I have seen bandied about are sort of8

$100,000 to $1 million.9

The purpose of comparing to these10

numbers is to look at what, for example,11

additional ventilation, heating, air would cost12

relative to these type of numbers.  Not that we13

necessarily would follow those to the letter, but14

just to get some sense of it.  For example, for15

this Eagle Point we looked at the cost of16

additional ventilation and estimated it at about17

$5 million per person sievert saves.18

So what we are trying to do is19

just trying to get a bit of a touchstone or a20

benchmark as to just what the cost is to get21

further dose reduction.22

That said, I think it is also fair23

to say that there is perhaps a not obvious24

correlation that as the grade goes up the doses go25
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down a bit and I think it probably reflects the1

mining methods as well.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you3

very much.4

That is the end of the question5

period.6

MR. JACK:  Madam Chair, for the7

record, George Jack speaking.8

This is the end of Hearing Day 19

on Cameco Corporation's application for a licence10

to operate the Rabbit Lake operation.11

The hearing will continue on the12

4th of October here in the CNSC's offices in13

Ottawa.14

According to the Commission's15

rules of procedure, the applicant is required to16

be present at that date.  Commission staff also17

are required to be present.18

The public is invited to19

participate, either by oral presentation or20

written submission on that day, October 4th. 21

Anybody wishing to do so must file submissions22

with the Secretary's office here in Ottawa by23

Tuesday, September 4th, 2001.24

The hearing is now adjourned to25
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October 4th.1
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